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1. Yes, we agree, we now add the reference: Gómez-Pina et al., 2002, at the end of this sentence.

2. We add the following sentence to compare the ridge-runnel flattening with the published literature, Similar flattening of beach morphology was found in the La Salie area, France (Pedreros et al., 1996).

3. We included the reference: Pedreros et al., 1996 with Vousdoukas et al., 2012a, to indicate storm induced erosion on the ridge-runnel system.
4. Figure 5 clearly shows profile change is marginal and Figure 7 clearly shows averaged bed level change is also marginal between storm clusters. These facts, we aim to specify in these two figures while Figure 8 clearly indicates volume change along the profile in each storm event and the cumulative volume change within the storm clusters. Therefore, we believe, the present figure arrangement provides sufficient insight on beach profile change due to the impact of storm clusters with storm chronology.

5. We changed the sentence as follows, This is mainly due to decrease of the system resilience with the initial weak events before approaching the most severe event.

6. Following missing references were included,


Please also note the supplement to this comment: http://www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/3/C718/2015/nhessd-3-C718-2015-supplement.pdf
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